GUIDE

THE USE OF CONCEPT MAPS FOR ASSESSMENT
Assessing Concept Maps
A concept map is a visual representation of knowledge. The process enables one to organize and
structure information and the relationships between them. This may be done in a wholly graphical
manner i.e. using images, photos, colour etc. to highlight differing concepts and their linkages or by
identifying key the concepts by name or title and enclosing them in a visual box then providing
connecting navigation to lesser concepts.
They have been described as:
•

‘..are graphical tools for organizing and representing knowledge. They include concepts, usually
enclosed in circle or boxes of some type, and relationships between concepts indicated by a
connecting linking two concepts’ (Novak & Canas, 2008, p1)

Developed in 1972, their roots are in cognitive psychology, They can be hand-written or computer tool
A traditional concept provides a hierarchical representation of the information from top down, using
preposition to form statements (See Figure 1), whereas a mind map may radiate from a central single
concept only. Novak and Canas (2008) present a concept map of a concept map (Figure 1).

Figure 1: A concept map of a concept map Novak and Canas (2008)
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The Steps in designing a concept map are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define a question (see Example Figure 2)
Identify key concepts
List in rank order general to specific
Share, if able with other students,
Construct preliminary concept map
Build cross links
Map revised, concepts repositioned

Figure 2: Example of Concept Map using VUE

Assessment of Concept Maps
Concept maps are great tools for use in class as feedback to students on their conceptual
understanding. They have a strong role to play in formative assessment. If being used for assessment
the important criteria are;
• the structural nature of student knowledge,
• intrusions or distortions in students’ understanding of content, and
• errors of omission (Surber, 1984, in Novak, 2008)
Reliability study maintains to use some form of relational scoring method, preferably with a master
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map. (McClure, Sonak, Suen, 1999)
One method of assessing Concept Maps was developed was developed by Besterfield et al in 2004).
Another proposed by Novak and Gowin in 1984 is based on the components and structure of the map.
This system awards points for:
•
•
•
•
•

Valid Propositions (1 Point Each),
Levels Of Hierarchy (5 Points For Each Level),
Number Of Branchings (1 Point For Each Branch),
Crosslinks (10 Points For Each Valid Cross-Link),
And Specific Examples (1 Point For Each Example).

A less formal approach to
grading Concept Maps is
to use and provide a set
of assessment criteria
within a rubric such as
the following:
Breadth

Interconnectivity

Use of descriptive links

Efficiency of links

Exemplary

Good

Acceptable

Unacceptable

Map includes the
important concepts
and describes domain
on multiple levels

Map includes most
important concepts;
describes domain on
limited number of
levels
Most concepts
interlinked with other
concepts

Important concepts
missing and/or
describes domain on
only one level

Map includes
minimum concepts
with many
important concepts
missing
Few concepts linked
to other concepts

Links are descriptive
and valid for most
relationships
Most links are distinct
from others;
discriminate concepts;
present variety of
relationships; used
fairly consistently

Some links unclear or
vague; some invalid
or unclear
Several links are
synonymous; don't
discriminate
concepts well; don't
show a variety of
relationships; used
inconsistently
Map is not contained
in a single page, has
unclear hierarchies,
is poorly laid out
and provides some
fairly relevant
examples with links

Links are vague;
show inconsistent
relationships
Most links
synonymous or
vaguely describe
relationships and
aren't distinct from
other links

Final map shows
minimal cognitive
progression from
Base map and a
slightly greater depth
of understanding of
the domain

Final map shows no
significant cognitive
progression from
Base map and no
increase in the
understanding of
the domain

All concepts
interlinked with
several other
concepts
Links succinctly and
accurately describe all
relationships
Each link type is
distinct from all
others, clearly
describes
relationship; used
consistently

Layout

Map is contained in a
single page, has
multiple clear
hierarchies, is well
laid out and provides
a sufficient number of
relevant examples
with links

Development over time
(for concepts maps
where a “base map” is
constructed at the
beginning of the course
and a corresponding
“final map” at the end of
the course

Final map shows
considerable
cognitive progression
from Base map and a
significantly greater
depth of
understanding of the
domain

Map is contained in a
single page, has
several clear
hierarchies, is fairly
well laid out and
provides a sufficient
number of fairly
relevant examples
with links
Final map shows some
cognitive progression
from Base map and a
somewhat greater
depth of
understanding of the
domain

Several concepts
linked to other
concepts

Map is not
contained in a single
page, is confusing to
read with no
hierarchical
organization
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Based on http://cte.uwaterloo.ca/teaching_resources/tips/rubric%20for%20concept%20maps.htm

Products
This table provides a brief collection of the most commonly used programs for creating concept maps,
there are divided by those that one might opt to purchase and those that re free to use.
Company

Program

Platform Web Address

Mindjet

MindManager PC, Mac

http://www.mindjet.com

Buzan Online Limited

iMindMap

PC, Mac

http://www.imindmap.com

INSPIRATION

Inspiration

PC, Mac

http://www.inspiration.com

SMART Technologies

SMART Ideas

PC, Mac

http://smarttech.com

Mind Technologies

Visual Mind

PC

http://www.visual-mind.com

IHMC

CmapTools

PC, Mac

http://cmap.ihmc.us

ConceptDraw

MINDMAP

PC, Mac

http://www.conceptdraw.com

CoCo Systems Ltd.

VisiMap

PC

http://www.visimap.com

Mind Genius

MindGenius

PC

http://www.mindgenius.com/

IdeasonCanvas

Mindnode

Mac

http://www.mindnode.com/

Free / Open / Educational License
Freemind

Freemind

PC, Mac

http://freemind.sourceforge.net/

IHMC

CMAP

PC, Mac

http://cmap.ihmc.us/conceptmap.html

Bubblus

Bubblus

PC, Mac

http://www.bubbl.us/edit.php

Gliffy

Gliffy

PC, Mac

http://www.gliffy.com/

Xmind

Xmind

PC

http://www.xmind.net/

TUFTS

VUE

PC, Mac

http://vue.tufts.edu/about/

PC, Mac

http://compendium.open.ac.uk/institute/

Compendium Institute Compendium
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